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Abstract — Virtual Private Network (VPN) is commonly used in business situations to provide secure communication
channels over public infrastructure such as Internet. Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) provide a secure encrypted
communication between remote networks worldwide by using Internet Protocol (IP) tunnels and a shared medium like
the Internet. VPN is a technology that does provide security strong enough for business use. However, performance of
these networks is also important in that lowering network and server resources can lower costs and improve user
satisfaction.VPN have many protocols PPTP, L2TP, IPSec for the performance and security. In this research we evaluate
performance of VPN using IPSec (Internet Protocol Security). IPSec is a framework for a set of protocols and algorithms
for security at the network layer by authenticating and encrypting each packet between two IPSec gateways (GWs).So
IPSec protocol is better than the other protocol it give better performance than the other protocol.
Keywords— VPN, performance evaluation, IPSec, PPTP, SSL
I.
INTRODUCTION
In the past, organizations would physically install cable over large distances to ensure secure data transfer.
However, this system is impractical for every enterprise and everyday users due to the cost, space, and time required for
such installations.[1] Direct connected VPN usually allows for a small scale of secure connections into a private network
over the public network. [8] VPN is a concept that proven cost effective technology for securing data that traverses over
large distances.[4] with the exponential growth of the Internet, telecommunications has changed and the Internet has
become part of almost every aspect of the developed world including education, banking, business, and politics. Over the
past two decades the public Internet has been found to be vulnerable to attackers seeking sensitive information. The most
recent solution to this problem has been IP baseVPN.[1]VPN maintaining privacy through the protocols.[3].so To enable
secure access to sensitive resources a virtual private network (VPN) is almost a required piece of technology.[9] To
implement VPN, there are numerous protocols and products available on the market, each have their own capabilities and
features. Three protocols that are frequently used with operating systems are IPSec, PPTP and SSL. These provide
encryption and integrity to data in transition.[4]
II.
VPN ARCHITECTURE
A Virtual Private Network (VPN) can be defined as a way to provide secure communication between members
of a group through use of public telecommunication infrastructure, maintaining privacy through the use of a tunneling
protocol and security procedures.[3] The main purpose of a VPN is to give enterprises the same capabilities, or even
better in some cases as the list below shows, as in private networks, but at a much lower cost.[1]
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Virtual Private Networks (VPN) has become an inexpensive methodology to secure connections between
network sites that exist at different geographic locations. It is an alternative to owning or leasing expensive
communication lines and provides same capabilities as dedicated connections, but at a fraction of the cost. VPN
technology may use shared public network infrastructure in part of its implementation and can use various tunneling
protocols to encrypt and authenticate data as it moves between different locations.[5]
VPN DEVICES Devises in VPN are further divided into 3 categories as:
A. Hardware
A hardware VPN is a virtual private network (VPN) based on a single, stand-alone devices. The device,
which contains a dedicated processor, manages the authentication, encryption, and other VPN functions and provides
hardware firewall. Hardware VPN’s provides more and more security than compared to firewall programs for the small
and home business computers. But hardware VPN is more expensive than software VPN. Because of the cost, hardware
VPN’s are a most realist option for large business than for small business or branch offices. Several vendors offer devices
that can function as hardware VPN’s.
B. Firewall
A well designed VPN are several methods for keeping your connection and data secure. You can set
firewalls to restrict the number of open ports, what types of packets are passed through and which protocols are allowed
through. A firewall approach is still relatively costly.[6]
C.

Software

The main advantage in software approach is that user’s network does not change. No extra devices are
needed to be installed, and management of the network remains the same. However, one point to consider when adding
software to existing hardware is performance. VPN tunneling and encryption tasks will be carried out in software, taking
CPU cycle from other processes.[6]
III. VPN SECURITY
VPN uses encryption to provide data confidentiality. Once connected, the VPN makes use of the tunneling
mechanism described above to encapsulate encrypted data into a secure tunnel, with openly read headers that can cross a
public network. Packets passed over a public network in this way are unreadable without proper decryption keys, thus
ensuring that data is not disclosed or changed in any way during transmission. VPN can also provide a data integrity
check. This is typically performed using a message digest to ensure that the data has not been tampered with during
transmission. By default, VPN does not provide or enforce strong user authentication. Users can enter a simple username
and password to gain access to an internal private network from home or via other insecure networks. Nevertheless, VPN
does support adds on authentication mechanisms, such as smart cards, tokens and RADIUS.
IV. VPN PROTOCOLS
A. PPTP
PPTP is a standard tunneling protocol developed by PPTP Forum which consists of Microsoft and some
other remote access vendors. Basically, PPTP is an extension of PPP, which encapsulates PPP frames in IP datagram for
transmission over an IP-based network, such as the Internet or over a private intranet[1]. In the data link layer PPTP,
which is used to make secure tunnel for exchanging information, is one way to implement the so called VPN [11]. The
secure communication created using this protocol typically involves three stages; each has to be completed prior to the
next. Firstly, a PPTP client uses a PPP type connection to establish a link through the transit network from the source to
the destination. Once this is established, the PPTP protocol creates a control connection from the client to the PPTP
server. This connection uses TCP to establish connection. And finally, PPTP protocol creates IP datagram containing
encrypted PPP packets which are transported through the tunnel. Thus, by design PPTP has a very simple mechanism.[4]
B. L2TP
Layer Two Tunneling Protocol (L2TP) is an extension of the Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP)
used by an Internet service provider (ISP) to enable the operation of a virtual private network (VPN) over the Internet.
L2TP merges the best features of two other tunneling protocols: PPTP from Microsoft and L2F from Cisco Systems. The
two main components that make up L2TP are the L2TP Access Concentrator (LAC), which is the device that physically
terminates a call and the L2TP Network Server (LNS), which is the device that terminates and possibly authenticates the
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PPP stream.L2TP uses packet-switched network connections to make it possible for the endpoints to be located on
different machines. The user has an L2 connection to an access concentrator, which then tunnels individual PPP frames
to the NAS, so that the packets can be processed separately from the location of the circuit termination. This means that
the connection can terminate at a local circuit concentrator, eliminating possible long-distance charges, among other
benefits. From the user's point of view, there is no difference in the operation. [1 ]
C. IPSEC
IPSec is an open standard framework developed by Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) that can be
implemented for establishing VPN tunnels through the use of cryptographic security services.[2] It is for securing traffic
on the network layer.[1] IPSec is an OSI Layer 3 protocol that supports network-level peer authentication, data origin
authentication, data integrity, and data confidentiality and replay protection.[2]. IPSec is a protocol suite for securing IP
communications [12]. It does not specify the authentication and encryption protocol to use. This makes it flexible and
able to support new authentication and encryption methods as they are developed [1] IPSec has a set of cryptographic
protocols for two purposes: securing network packets and exchanging encryption keys. IPSec the preferred protocol [1]
there are two encryption modes in which IPSec can be implemented: Transport and Tunnel. Transport mode encrypts
only the data portion (payload) of each packet. This mode is used to secure communication within a network. The more
secure tunnel mode encrypts both the header and the payload. IPSec has two protocols that is enables it to provide packet
level security: Authentication Header (AH) and Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP). IPSEC provides packet level data
confidentiality through encryption via ESP (Encapsulating security protocol) Also provide packet-by-packet host-level
authentication via ESP or AH (Authentication header Protocol)
D. SSL
SSL is a VPN technology that is commonly used with Web browsers to give users a seamless secure
connection. SSL can also be used to create VPN tunnels. It protects data using encryption and uses hashing to ensure
integrity. Establishing a VPN using SSL involves three basics phases: firstly, SSL client and the server negotiate cipher
suits. It determines the ciphers to be used, the key exchange and authentication algorithms, as well as the Message
Authentication Codes (MAC).Then encryption keys are exchanged and client and the server are authenticated using the
chosen algorithm, and finally encrypted message is created and sent between the two nodes involved. The MAC used in
the process is made up from cryptographic hash functions.[4]
V. BENEFITS OF VPN
 Enhanced security. When you connect to the network through a VPN, the data is kept secured and encrypted.
In this way the information is away from hackers’ eyes.
 Remote control. In case of a company, the great advantage of having a VPN is that the information
 Share files A VPN service can be accessed remotely even from home or from any other place. That’s why a
VPN can increase productivity within a company.
 Share files. A VPN service can be used if you have a group that needs to share files for a long period of time.
 Online anonymity. Through a VPN you can browse the web in complete anonymity. Compared to hide IP
software or web proxies, the advantage of a VPN service is that it allows you to access both web applications
and websites in complete anonymity.
 Unblock websites & bypass filters. VPNs are great for accessing blocked websites or for bypassing Internet
filters. This is why there is an increased number of VPN services used in countries where Internet censorship
is applied.
 Change IP address. If you need an IP address from another country, then a VPN can provide you this.
 Better performance. Bandwidth and efficiency of the network can be generally increased once a VPN solution
is implemented.
 Reduce costs. Once a VPN network is created, the maintenance cost is very low. More than that, if you opt for a
service provider, the network setup and surveillance is no more a concern.
VI. LIMITATIONS OF VPN
 VPN connection is slow.
 Because the connection travels over public lines, a strong understanding of network security issues and proper
precautions before VPN deployment are necessary.
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 VPN connection stability is mainly in control of the internet scalability, factors outside an organization control.
 Differing VPN technology. May not work together due to immature standards.
 Performance and reliability of the VPNs that are internet based will not be directly controlled by the
organization. The solution will always rely on the ISP and the service quality offered.
VII.

SURVEY OF VPN PROTOCOLS

CONCLUSION
In this paper we saw that what virtual private network is. It is very efficient to secure users private information. It
securesusers information from the intruders. And it is a very cost effective technology. And also virtual private network
technology is easy to use. In this paper the virtual private network protocols are defined. Their some protocols which are
used in this technology. Protocols have own different strength. There are some VPN protocols like PPTP, L2TP, IPSec.
Protocols use different ports. And also provide Encrption.VPN protocols have different speed. By this survey we can say
that the all protocol give different performance. Also we can say that the IPSec protocol is better than the other protocols.
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